Over time, metal roofing systems can rust, corrode and develop leaks around joints and fasteners. These issues can develop from poor installation or normal weathering. Many times, leaky metal roofs are patched with caulk, tape or coating—however, these are often only short-term fixes.

Firestone single-ply retrofit solutions offer a wide range of roofing materials and attachment methods that can be installed directly over worn metal roofs. These solutions extend the life of the existing roof up to 20 years. They also provide the opportunity to install insulation which can improve the overall energy efficiency of the building.
Firestone Building Products is your single source for metal retrofit roofing solutions. From insulation to coverboard to membrane, Firestone manufactures the products you need for consistent, reliable results.

Metal retrofit is a cost-effective solution and provides many benefits, including:

- Existing deck is reused, eliminating expensive tear-off
- Highly-reflective membrane options include EcoWhite™ EPDM and UltraPly™ TPO
- Improved energy efficiency through the addition of insulation
- Installed by licensed Firestone contractors
- Red Shield® Warranty protection

One of the biggest advantages of Firestone single-ply retrofit solutions is the broad selection of Firestone products and installation methods available. These options allow you to choose the system that works best with your structure, budget and environment.